Adult Class Outreach Leader

Lead Our Class to Invite Adults

Work with the teacher and class members to develop and implement a strategy to discover and invite prospective members. The strategy should include:

1. Help class members discover prospects.
2. Prepare contact and visitation assignments to use in visiting and contacting prospects.
3. Lead members to follow up so visitors and other prospects are given opportunity to join and connect with ministry opportunities of the class.
4. Identify training opportunities so members can focus on sharing their faith.
5. Lead class members to pray for unchurched persons and engage in opportunities to invite them to be part of the class.

Tips for New Outreach Leaders

• Give your job as Outreach leader to God.
• Gain an understanding of your role.
• Give purposeful thought to the direction of your leadership.
• Organize your class to discover and invite lost and unchurched adults.
• Concentrate on motivating and encouraging outward focused attitudes and actions.
• Develop effective administrative processes.
• Be a champion of training for your leadership.
• Pray for unchurched and lost people by name.
• Make phone calls and visits to potential members and lost adults.